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GRICULTURE.FOO
M Bar W Ranch
Leslie Wildesen
19537 NE U4th St.
Brush Prairie, Wash. 98606
We are the M Bar W Ranch, just northeast of Vancouver. We specialize in organic products for the organic gardener,
red worms for increasing soil aeration
(even in terrariums and other small in-

door gardens or rooftop vegetable gardens) and nice rich compost in large or
small quantities. We are also looking
for people to grow worms for us. Brochures and price lists on request.

Buying Clubs
Ron Long
1722 N 46th
Seattle, Wash. 98103
Ron Long and Heidi Bodding of
Seattle's Metrocenter YMCA have
written and published an excellent
booklet on how to join up with neighbors to form a cooperative food buying
club (or food conspiracy if you prefer).

It doesn't seem to have a title (our

copy doesn't have one, at least), but it
does have some very good suggestions
on organizing, ordering, bookkeeping;
most everything a group would need
to know to get started right. 22 pages,
and they need a dollar if you have one.

Almost half of U.S. households (47 percent, or approximately 3 3 million, had
some kind of vegetable garden in 1974.
The primary reason given for planting a
vegetable garden is economic, the Gallup survey revealed. Of all new gardeners
surveyed in I974,46 percent gave

"helps budget/saves money" as the most
important reason. sixteen percent gave
"for fun/joy of it" as the most important reason. In third place was "better
tasting food," given by only 7 percent
as the most important reason. The Gallup survey showed that the proportion
of young people under age 30, and
those with a college education who had
vegetable gardens increased

by

Center for Science in the Public

Interest
1779 Church St.
Washington, D.C.20036
Seems that Food Day was an idea whose
time had come. We've heard directly and
indirectly about numerous projects that
got their initial push through the Food
Day activities.
The Center is going to keep people
in touch via Nuftition Action newsletter

at $10/yr.
Published for Food Day, also by
for People, Not for Profit,
Ballantine Books, $1.95. Recommended
as a guide to the politics and economics
of food distribution in America.
A couple of years ago CSPI published Nutrition Scoreboard, your guide
to better eating. $2.50. A very interesting analysis/scoring of foods we eat,
along with introductory material on
vitamins, minerals, additives, etc.
CSPI,.is Food

City People\ Book of Raising Food
Helga, William Olkowski
Rodale Press
3 3 E Minoer
Emmaus, Pa. 18049
$4.95. With usual Rodale quality, a
good holding hand book for city
dwellers.

Options, newsletter of the Corvallis
Universalist Food and Famine Study
Group
302 Conifer NE
Corvallis, Or. 97 33O
Group working locally to encourage
lower energy use lifestyles, public
awareness of world food production &

Methods of Agricultaral Land Preseroation, William H. Gray
Cooperative Extension Service
Washington State University
Pullman, Wa.99163

Feb. 1975 (EM 3906). Single copies
free. Review of existing and proposed
alternatives with evaluation of pros and
cons. (Suggested by Mark Musick)
The People's Land, ed, Peter Barnes

Rodale Press
Organic Park
Emmaus, Pa. 18049
$6.95. Establishing that more than 60%
of the private land in this country is
owned by only 5% of the population,
The People's Land presents historical,
contemporary and regional perspectives
on land holding patterns in the U.S.
and explores in some depth some of the
possible alternative institutions and
policies that can create a more equitable
system of land tenure: co-ops, farmworkers' unions, anti-corporate farm
laws, land trusts, and many others.
(Suggested by Mark Musick)
1974 Handbook of Agricuhural Cbarts
Agriculture Handbook No. 477
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture

Washington, D.C.2O250
Almost a textbook on charts in general.
160 pages of them, with attached in detail data on things like: quantities of
pesticides used by farmers; sources of
U.S. food; net out migration from farms;
market shares for hamburger, lean
ground beef and soy ground beef. You
can also purchase photo slides of the
charts for about 30d each.

Continued on page 4
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Resident ial En erg5r

C o ns

umpt ion :

Single Family Housing, Final Report
No. HUD-HA[-2,by Hittman Assoc., Inc.

March 1973, 174pgs., $2.10 from:
Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, D.C.2O4O2

Without changes in life-style,

2l to 35%

energy savings possible, depending on
design modifications which take 1 to 5
years for pay-back. Latest in application

of building mechanical system computer
programs to the American home, air
changes, infiltration, stack effect, internal load, solar gain and loss. Hittman,

with Dubin-Mindell-Bloome (NYC),

is

one of few engineering-architectural

firms in the nation with practical energy
conservation results in the 4O-60% range

for office buildings. This study shows
that 1O-2O% energy savings is child's

Young People; Inner Space and Stimulus. Rental for the programs, of between 2 and 1O films & tapes in each, is
from about $50 to $110. (Could see
these programs fitting into locai environmental education programs)
Tbe People Look at Public Telettision,

1974,by Jack Lyle, 66 pgs., $1 from,
Office of Communication Research
Corporation for Public Broadcasting
1111-16th St., NW
Washington, D.C. 20036
Excellent primer on the structure and
nature of what once was called "educational TV;" fine map of national
interconnection systemi covers nature
and growth of audience, PTV and
minorities, children's programs, the
future; a bibliography and station list.

play.

Neigbborhood Pouer: Tbe New Localism,by David Morris, Karl Hess, 1975,
180 pgs., $3.45 from,
Beacon Press
25 Beacon St.

Boston, Mass. 02108
This book is very imporrant, by people
doing what they talk about. Should be
on your bookshelf along with Sbaring
Smaller Pies, Ecotopia, Tbe Energy
Primer, and, Small Is Beautiful. David
works with Gil Friend and Jim Taylor
at the Institute for Local Self-Reliance,
L7 L7 ISth St., NW, Washington, D.C.
20009. Write to ILSR for info on their
forthcoming S elf-R elian c e magazine.
Karl is with Community Technology,
1901 "Q" St., NW, Washington, D.C.
2OOO9, which publishes Science in tbe
Neigbb orbood, a local energy, gardening,
urban self-sufficiency, tool-use monrhly.
Hess's

COMMUNITY

AUDIO VISUAL

Neigbborbood

Northwest Media Project
P.O. Box 4093
Portland, Or.97208
(503) 223-0626
Has recently published a description of
programs available. The programs are

se-

lections of local film & video artists and

inciude' Oregon Potpourri; Recollections of Time Past; Living Wet; For

29 Middagh St.
Brooklyn Heights, N.Y. 11201
Formerly Tbe Townsbip, to begin publication in the fall. Sponsored by the
Institute for Neighborhood Studies.
The integration of decentralization,
ecology, consumerism, neighborhood
self-government and self-reliance.
Brooklyn particulars too, with events,
best buys, hot news flashes.

autobiography, Dear America,

is

avaiiable in most bookstores and was
reviewed in May Time magazine
Reaenue Sources of Oregon Cities
Bureau of Gov. Research & Services

University of Oregon
Eugene, Or.9740j
$3.0O. Federal payments now constitute 20.8% of Oregon's cities revenues
compared with 8 3% five years ago and
31% lO years ago. This is a comprehensive breakdown of revenues for most

cities and towns in Oregon.

Continued on page

CIRCT, the Center for Innovation and Research in Cable
Television, is an outgrowth of the ECO-NET video project
of the Environmental Education Center and OMSI. We re-

Local showings of video works at CIRCT will begin at
8:00 PM, July 7, with a series of eight Monday night viewings of films and tapes exploring paraliel themes. The series

ceive funding from the Northwest Area Foundation to de-

is sponsored by CUE and further information is avaiiable
from Steve Schneider,0245 SW Bancroft, Portland, Oregon

velop new methods of community-based programming on

local cable television systems.
Currently we are providing assistance to school and community groups using half-inch video gear to originate programs on one cable system in Portland and are working with
the operator of the other major system in the city to create
a locally-accessible channel on that cable by summer's end.
We share space with the Center for Urban Education (one
of our co-sponsors, along with OMSI, the City of Portland
and the Portland Public Schools) and are working together
on a number of current productions, including local ethnic
history tapes, a "how-to" tape on oral history and one on
improving communication on neighborhood-to-neighborhood
and neighborhood-to-city leveis.
CIRCT will be available as an exchange center for cable
and video information on both a local and regional basis. A
print and microfiche library accessible to anyone interested
in cabie television and video uses is planned-some print materials and videotapes are currently available. The Cooperative Video Catalogue produced by ECO-NET is one item
now available through CIRCT. Anyone who would like a co
copy or has information to share for an updated, revised version can contact us at the address or phone number below.
(A catalogue of video users in Oregon is currently available
from the Bulletin Office, OSU Industrial Building, Corvallis,
Oregon. Copies are also available through CIRCT.)

9720t.
We are located in the old Dekum Building in downtown
Portland. Our address is:
Room 315, The Dekum
519 SW Third Avenue
Portland, Oregon972O4
(503) 223-34r9
Anyone who would like to share more information about
video and cable television or who would like to use our space
and equipment for meetings or videotape playback can contact us directly.
Another item of interest; The May 5 issue of the Netu
Yorker includes "Video Visionary" which includes a biography and interview with Nam June Paid along with a history of video as an art form.
(Tom Kennedy and Charles Auch)

center for innovation and research in cable television
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Organic Directory, Rodale Press, Emmaus, Pa. 18049. $2.95 (health food/

natural food outlet (etc.) directory)
New Schools Exchange, Pettigrew, Ark.
7 27 52. (directory of 9OO "alternative" schools)

National Directory of Hotlines & Youth
Crisis Centers
National Exchange

51 37th Ave. N.E.
Minneapolis, Minn. 5 5421
$3.00. There are hundreds of them. (Last
one I saw was two years ago, so may be
outdated)
Vocations for Social Cbange
5951 Canning St.

Prisoner's Yellow Pages

Oakland, Ca.94609
A bulletin board for a variety of volunteer and paying opportunities in social
chang.e situations. (Donation for subscription)

Z

Reference Books: A Brief Guide
Enoch Pratt Free Library
400 Cathedral Street

Baltimore, Md.2l2Ul
$1.25. Along with Finding Facts Fast
(reviewed in this issue) you should be
able to find your way into a library's
best resources.

Putting Together a People's Yellou
Pages

Vocations for Social Change
353 Broadway
Cambridge, Ma O2139
50d

Outmates
P.O. Box 174

Storrs, Ct.06268
By state hundreds of groups working
with prisoners. Literature, job assistance,
etc.

Alternatioe C hristrnas Catalog and
Altematioes Periodical
P,O,Box 20626
Greensboro, N.C.2742O
The catalog is a directory to small scale,
often non-profit making crafts people,
and resource listings of places and ways
to celebrate Christmas while spending
less money and resources.
The New Woman's Catalog
Coward McCann & Geoghegan, Inc.
Berkley Publishing Co.
2OO Madison Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10016
$5.00. A very large blend of Whole Earth
Catalog and PYP.
New Directions for Veterans
P.O. Box 865
Lawrence, Kan.66O44
ln process, Sections on education and
learning. Changes needed in the VA,
men's consciousness, spiritual growth,
veterans in prison, a nationwide skillsideas-friendship exchange network.
Write to Lawrence Morgan.

Gay Yellow Pages
Renaissance House

Box 292, Village Station
New York, N.Y.
$5/$10 for 4 issues. Quarterly.
Tbe Vancouzter Book
lO9-525 Seymour St.
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 3H7
Canada

To be published in March l976.The
table of contents to this effort seems to
have marvelously associated place, access catalog and yellow pages, a whole
systems outline of the City of Vancouver. Could be used as a guide for
thinking through resources of most

communities. (Write to me if you wish
a copy of contents, to save Chuck Davis,
editor, for catalog work.)

Portland, describing ramp access at
public buildings, size of doorways,
restroom, dining access.

Bit Better

clo 146 Gt. Western Rd.
London, England
A very odd one. It measures 8 x 13.
Print kind of looks like mimeo. Order

like they were cleaning up desks.
But lots and lots of information, including access to other countries'

seems

English speaking access journals, etc.

3) Find out what resource guides
exist. Check with local United Good
Neighbors-is there a social service
coordinating agency? Hotline and
crisis centers often have extensive file
systems. Think of the various agencies
that may have compiled lists for "in
office" use. (It is best to assume there
is a list, maybe partiai or outdated,

for most any subject you're trying to
access.) Easter Seal Society, Welfare,
Community Health Nursing Associations, Legal Aid, are all likely to have

Junior League of Portland
A 68-page guide for handicapped in

1) Grab some things with indexes
(such as a Sears catalog, phone company yellow pages, Dewey Decimal
catalog, other People's Yeliow Pages,
Whole Earth Catalog). Make a list of
which things you want to find out
about.
2) Take stock of what you do know,
with help of friends and a map of the
area you're working with.

There are other ways to find out about
a city and in the process make your
own red phone book/index card fileor maybe you can put all your cards
into one basket, or at least a friend's
or neighbor's.
Important: we know more than we
think we know

Circling the City
222 SW Harrison, Suite 9
Portland, Or.972Ol

Some Hints:

General Guides:
GEE! Group for Environmental
Education
1214 Arch St.
Philadelphia, Pa. 19\O7

They have produced excellent material
on making cities observable. Yellow
Pages

of Learning Resources is an idea

book about how to utilize resources in
a city as learning tools. Making tbe

City Obseroable is a catalog of a traveling exhibit of perceptual tools for
making a city's processes and networks
visible. Many other publications. Write
for list.

lists and/or directories.
4) Library. That is where you'll find
lots of what you need. Make a list of
periodicals/newspapers in your area by
checking in the library (double check
by touring any bookstore, etc.) If possible, subscribe to several and clip and
index. And don't forget newsletters.
Many are free or near free and will help
keep you up to date.
Also at the library, go through reference book section finding such things
as state manufacturing guides, checklist
of state publications, other national
and local directories. (lf your library
is small, ask the librarian about the
state library or interlibrary 1oan.)
Continued on page 8
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"Nightwall" by

Coastal Environmental Assessment
Huxley College of Environmental
Studies
Bellingham, Wash. 98225
(206',) 676-3520

The course will be informal and will be

"upside-down" in the sense that the field
work will come at the beginning and subject coverage will follow, to build an appreciation of the observations. An integrated theme project will be studied
on an accessible site threatened by at
least five major proposals. Contact,
William C. Summers.

Western Forestry Center
4033 SW Canyon Rd.

Portland, Or.97221
12 tours this summer-1, and 2 days to
places like: Bull Run Watershed (Aug.
2O), Weyerhaeuser Mills (Aug. 23),
Willamette Greenway by boat (July 19),
Windriver Nursery (Sept. 1O). Cost
varies from $8 to $75.

Living Lightly at the Oregon Museum of
Science and

Industry,luly 6^12.

The OMSI Energy Center is holding a
week of classes, demonstrations, and
discussions on the theme of Living Lightly. Tom Bender, author of Sharing
Smaller Pies (Rain No. 7) also wrote the

monograph "Living Lightly" which describes the basis of the week's events.
You'll want to mark these dates on
your calendar and call OMSI Energy
Center, 248-5920, for further information.
Discussions' 7:30 p.m.
Sunday, July 6r Living Lightly, Tom
Bender and t.ane DeMoll.
Monday, July 7, Community RecyclingTwo Viewpoints and Two Plans, Richard
Duncan, author of the Ore Plan, and Jerry
Powell, Portland Recycling Team, compare
methods and philosophies.
Wednesday, July 9 : Compromises-What's
Possible, Bob and Shirley Coffin. Coffins live
in Beaverton raising much of their own food
and throwing away nothing. They'll describe
one way to live lightly.
Friday, July 1 1 : Energy Efficient Architecture, Tom Bender and others. Natural
heating and cooling, using landscaping, solar
design.

Classes for adults (various times,
registration is necessary),
Home Insulation
Choice, care and Maintenance of Wood
Stoves

Alternative Energy
Grains and Legumes

Environmental Studies Center
University of Oregon
Eugene, Or.974Ot

Working on survey of University of
Oregon students, in search of EE cur-

riculum needs; improvement of information sharing; survey of state, county
and other agencies and organizations
in Oregon for present and possible relations between community resources
and environmental education programi
production of video programs to link
community and university in problem
solving tasks.

ENERGY
Alternatioe Energy Resources in Maine
and Nortbern New England, by C.W.

Building Greenhouses
Classes

for childrcn (various times,

registration is necessary)'
Baking Bread
Alternative Energy
Tri-Met Bus Rally

All week in the museum there will
be wood stoves, recycling information,
alternative energy discussions, food preservation gear and more.

I

WorM Energy Strategies: Fauhs, Issues
and Options, Amory Lovins, Friends of
the Earth & Ballinger, Publishers, 94.95.
A survey of potential benefits, possible
ways to reduce waste and consumption.
Very dense in information and on a

world-wide scale.
The Priuceton Windmill Program,by
T.E. Sweeney, AMS 1093, March 1973,

$1.00 from:

Princeton University Forrestal
Campus Library
P.O. Box 710
Princeton, N.J. 08540
Sail-wing development now being manufactured by Grumman. For details,
write
'
Maureen Emmerich
Energy hograms
Grumman Aerospace
Bethpage, N.Y. 97402

Crotty, F. Solotaire, 1975,22 pgs.,
$.25 from:
Allagash Environmental Institute
Center for Research & Advanced
Study
Univ. of Maine at Portland-Gorham
96 Falmouth
Portland, Me. 04103
Compilation of sources and resources
for people interested in supplying their
energy requirements from renewable
sources. Sections: Research & Instruction, General Assistance, Suppliers,
Alt. Energy Houses and Reading List.
Good intro to NE coast energy network

Food Preservation
Organic Gardening

Steve Baer, !97 5
Zomeworks Corp.
P.O. Box 712
Albuquerque, N.M. 87103
$6.00 for a minimum order of 2O magnetic window glass clips with which to
create your own styrofoam beadboard
panels to insulate your large picture
windows at night (get ready for next
winter) and save money on fuel bills.
Represents the kind of simple excellence
and common sense for which Steve is
justly famous and which government
grants never seem to elicit. Superior to
drapes, storm windows or double glazing for energy conservation. Do-ityourself with clips and plans (buy bead
board locally) or have Z-Works fabricate
them for you. Free brochure on request.

Santa Cruz Energy Cooperative

P.O.Box 66959
Scotts Valley, Ca. 95O66
Workshops, information exchange
through newslettei going to 300 who
attended a spring fair. Just forming.
Looseley associated with Autonomous

Dwelling Collective (which is now
called Alternative Sources of Energy
Collective).

Energy Conseraation Alternatioes to
Nuclear Power: A Case Study, Robert
F. Mueller, July, 197 3.
Planetology Branch

Goddard Space Flight Centei
Greenbelt, Maryland 2 O7 7 |
Mueller shows that construction of a
2,200 megawatt nuclear power plant
could be avoided through cutting back
on resistance heating & excessive lighting. (M.M.)
Continued on page
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"Our Promised Land," Soutbern Exposure, Vol. II, No. 2 & 3,225 pages,
$3.50 ($8 for four issue subscription).
P.O. Box 230
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514
The South is one of the last regions in
the country where the land is still acknowledged to be the foundation of all
life. There are closer ties to an agrarian
past ttrin in other areas. A large percentage of the population still clings to
their rural iand. It is one of the few
places where urban sprawl has not completely taken over. At least not yet. As
in so many things, the South is taking
steps toward the same destructive acts
that the rest of the country has already
made. Yet at the same time, there are
projects and individuals in the South
which could help establish directions
for the nationThe issue includes 65 pages of research information on ownership of
Southern land. The growth of agribusiness and oil, coal and tiinber companies
is documented. Feature articles describe
a 5,7OO acre cooperative family community in Georgia, North Carolina's
Graham Center, where Southern poor
farmers are being raught organic farming techniques, the loss of black-owned
land, Appalachian Mountain development, Indian lands, urban alternatives.
( Steve Hoffius, Carologue)

Local Energy, Bolinas Hearsay News
Shelter Publications
P.O. Box 179

Bolinas, Ca.94924
First issue just out. About hometown
energy, "about production of our
physical basics food, shelter; heat/
power/mechanics as close to home as
possible." Contents include: Meet your
Neighbors, Tide Tables, Bob and His
Friend, Gardening on the Pacific Slopes,
Bolinas Energy, Bob & Sabena's Windmill, Buildings Without Architects.
$2/issue.

Ozark Digest
P.O. Box 549

Eureka Springs, Arkansas 72632

$5/yr. From the same people who produced the Ozark Access catalogs (which
are still available, and one of the best
regional access catalogs I've seen, $5 a
set). Some contents: The Basic Urban/
Rural Conflict; Planning a Child's Garden; a really nice monthly calendar;
Ozark Drinking Water Still Pure; Monument at Buffalo River is One Man's

Gift to

Ozarks.

Topopbilia, A Study of Enaironmental
Perception, Attitudes & Values, Yi-Fu
Tuan, Prentice Hall, 95.50.

Topophilia or "love of place," traces

Page

the borderland between perception and
environment through discussions of
maps, ethnocentrism, visitor and native,
challenge of harsh environments, cyclical time and linear time, the automobile city' Los Angeles. . . .
"The earth's surface is highly varied.
Even a casual acquaintance with its
physical geography and teeming life
forms telis us much. But the wivs in
which people perceive and evaluate that
surface are far more varied. No two persons see the same reality. No two social
groups make precisely the same evaluation of the environment. The scientific
view itself is culture-bound-one possible perspective among many."

An Eoeryday History of Somezubere,
as written down by Ray Raphael,
Alfred A. Knopf, 1974, fi7.95.
A very nice informal history of people
and places in Northern California. Including natural history. Fine pen and
ink illustrations. ( L.D.)
Briarpdtch Reztiew, a journal of right
livelihood & sharing-based economics
330 Ellis St.
San Francisco, Ca. 941O2

"Briarpatch society consists of people
learning to live with joy in the cracks.
And especially, if you see yourself as
part of a group that is more committed
to "learning how the world works"
than to acquiring possessions and
status, then you must be a briar."
Content-wise, Briarpatch reminds
me of Vonulife, which was published
until recently between Grants pass,
Oregon and north of San Francisco,
as a vehicle of communication hetween local nomadics. The briarpatch
feels and looks almost hobbit or Brer
Rabbit{ike: a kid's neighborhood
mimeo newsletter grown up and done
in water colors. Good nitch.

Eartb Geograpby Booklet, 12, t3,
Io Publications, $3.50

1.4

370 Mitchell Rd.

Cape Elizabeth, Maine 04107
These three issues, Economics, Technology & Celestial Influence; Regions
& Locales; and Space, through poems,

interviews, essays, photos, journals,
circumscribe a sense of place recognizable by both poet and scientist.
". . . in terms of efficient and elegant associations of natural systems, the
sort that men are going to have to, and
want to, live in the long run (if there's
going to be a condition of harmonious
growth rather than outrageous growth)
requires this kind of knowledge, that
people have to learn a sense of region,
and what is possible within a region,

rather than indefinitely assuming that

a kind of promiscuous distribution of
goods and Iong range rransportation
is always going to be possible . . . since
the energy resources apparenrly won't
be there, quite likely won't be there."
(Cary Snyder, from interview)

Maine Times
41 Main St.
Topsham, Maine 04086
This unique, one-man-started, environ-

mental issues (mostly) newspaper you

can find quoted all around the-coun-

try, even though it is predominantly
about Maine.

Eartb Journal
Minnesota Geographic Society

1501 S.4th St.

Minneapolis, Minn. 5 5404

A bi-monthly with some emphasis on
the North Counrry. From geography to
the tao and back to plants and g.ogi"
phy; living on a small planet. $i/yr,
50d an issue.

Foxfire Projects
IDEAS
1785 Massachusetts Ave. NW
Washington, D.C. 20036
There are over 20 magazines produced
in high schools around the country
more or less modeled after the Foxfire,
Rabun Gap-Nacoochee high school format: transcribed interviews with people carrying on regional or rural traditions. The concept is broadened to
inciude urban environments with such
publications as Cityscape, produced by
Western High School in Washington,
D.C. For listing of all projects, write
to IDEAS.

Place Magazine
P.O. Box 2708

Menlo Park, Ca.94O25
No longer publishing; back issue may
still be available; the three or four issues
I saw were excellent attempts to define
regional sensitivities, love of place; as
Rolling Stone called it, "l'he Natictnal
Geograpbic of the counter culture."
High Country News
14O N Seventh St.
Lander, Wyo.8252O
$10/yr. A unique blend of environmental issues affecting Idaho, Montana,
Wyoming, Utah and Colorado, and
sensitivity to defining an area's common concerns, traditions, unique life
support systems.

Continued on page l2
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Solar Energy

ENERGY
Continued from page 9

"The Sun Can Heat Our Homes-Even
in the North," by Richard A. Mirth, in

Vol.6, No.

3, pp. 3-10, of
The Nortbern Enpineer

Managing Oar Resource Enaironment
New Hampshire Coop. Extension

Univ. of Alaska "
Institute of Arctic Environmental

Service
_University of New Hampshire
Durham, N.H. 03824
James Logan sent us a copy of the sorins
edition that has some nici stuff from

the Energy Miser's Manual (owner-built,

low budget ways of conserving enersv).
Brief introducrion ro solar enJrgy c5i_
lecting, other energy conservin{ituff.
Hope other extension services ian follow

S.olar-Energy Tecbnology: State of the

Art Annotated Bibliogiipby by
Evelyn Sinha, B. McCish,
92 pgs., $18.00 from,

lection of papers outlining the research
done is available from thJGovernor,s

Office, Augusta, Maine 04330. ,,Collected Working papers on the production of Synthetic Fuel from Wood."

State Energy_Organizttions : A Catalog
National Energy Information Centlr
Federal Energy Administration
Federal Building

#

Washington, D.C.2046l

Free.. Acriviries, publicarions, personnel
in all 5O states.

,k

ti.

l9ZS,

Ocean Engineering Information
Service
P.O. Box 989
I.a Jolla, Ca.92O38

suit.

Maine Methanol project has been abandonned for uncertain reasons. A col-

tl"y

573 informative abstracts of world solar
literature, selected on the strength of
scientific and technical engineeiing in_
formation content essentii-l to adv"an_
cing further study. Intended as an inrer_
disciplinary guide; helpful to people
who enjoy "do-ir-youiself', piojeits.

Recommended for hieh school and
college science librariEs, especially as
an acquisitions guide.
S^olar

Heating Systems by Jonathan

Sands, 1975, 46 pgs., from,

Kalwall Corp.

1111 Candia Road

Box 237
Manchester, N.H.03105
From basic solar facts to illustrated
solar water heaters, a straight-forward

pnmer.

Windpower State-of-tbe-Art Boo k is
now in process. If you have information
which others should know abour, wrire,
Derek Taylor

Energy Book

*1: Natural

Soarces

is presented in a standard format for
easy comparison, in addition to a sketch,

commenrs and bibliography on each
structure. Includes both pacific Northwest solar homes and therefore should
help end our "soiar inferiority" complex. Ler's fill that map with dots until
it's blacki Furure supplem.nts are

19 Appleton St.

Cambridge, Mass.02l38
9th edition contains data, drawings on
over 135 buildings. Incomparable. Now
a directory or compendium since Bill is
eager to hear about buildings he can include. As an obvious information node,
if Bill had access ro toll-free gO0, Watts
or Scan phone lines, he would encourage the National plan for Solar
Heating & Cooling more rhan 2O government grants, and more cheaply. Is
there anyone in ERDA, REA, I'SES or
SEIA who understands such a non-

&

pgs., $4.25 from:

Running hess
38 S. 19th St.

Philadelphia, pa. 19103

senior high school teaching. Well laidout and eminently readable.

Eugene, Or.974O3
Excellent U.S. map locares 50 solar
buildings, detailed information on each

Solar Heated Buildings: A Brief Suraey,
June 1975, 110 pages, $8.00 posrpaid-trom:
William A. Shureliff

by John prenis,

A very good compilation which teams
well with Tbe Energy primer to fill the
gaps in both. Contains longer. more introductory arricles than EF and is definitely_ for the beginner. If you've gotten ASE for a fe w years, EP is moie appro.priate. Excellent for junior and

S3raey of Sohr Baildings, by Robert
Gray and Steven Bakerl 197'5 , 1 15 pgs.,
$2.50 postpaid from:
Center for Environmental Research
University of Oregon

planned.

Rational Technology Unit
Architectural Association School
of Architecture
34-36 Bedford Square
London WCIB
Derek requests information on machines
(type, output, power transmission,
storage system, uses), construction kits
and plans (prices), design and consulrrng services and fees, and publications.
Applications,
!qf,y*a
1975,112

Engineering
College, AlaskaggTOl
Problems and potential of solar enersv
in Alaska by a registered professionai'
clvrl englneer; contains Seattle, Spokane
solar heating analysis for comparison
with Alaskan communities.

SOLAR HEAT

_ UNDOW

redundant, common sense idea? We need

BOX

To hcrc.s rh. eounr of el& h.rr obtlinSt. drouth r

wbdoe. it is po$tot. ro confuct r window h..t.r & $own !hvc,
Thir h.rc..xt nds thc .ffcctiv. dz. or ft. widow by.ou.ci.;
od\d. :i. houk od k(hr n.tunt .r.urt;on ,ipu-p,, tti
l'.il
ho. .r nro rh.
rcom. Thn wddos bo\ dju{s d. rhounr of !r
los-ihrough .h. uniti .d wiU op.r.r. unrn.ndd droufhou. d.
d.y. How.vd, you sould h{. \omc prordon .o do* 6; opdht

{

nirh..

Frcm: Ju.s c. Lorq

Ex.curiv. Db.ctor
THE ENERGY INFOMATION CENTER
N.*md.t, No H.mp$i. ora5?

regional solar energy info centers, not
these national boondoggles in one state.
After all, as with agriculture extension
services (land-grant colleges) solar energy
is in direct relation to site specifi c fac-"
tors such as climate and latitude.

Continued on page
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ROUGHDRAFT V

CREATIVE
INSTABILITY
WHY CREATIVE I NSTABI LITYT
A dissonance
in tbe tsalence of Uranium
led to tbe discouery
Dissonance
(if you're interested)
leads to discoaery
W. C. Williams, Paterson

IV (On tbe

Curies)

Historians seem to have been parricuiarly intrigued by
the dissonant moments in history-those moments when
things can go either way, the nearly magical moments of instability and creativity that make all the difference. Hippolyte Taine, the French historian, saw in Napoleon,s life the
perfect example of what it means to seize and to live such
great moments. In other instances, crucial discoveries and
insights seem to occur in a much less dramatic context: while
daydreaming, for instance, the mind wandering in and out of
an open window, to rhe brighr day and the green world.

is the Chinese character for "crisis," the
moment of crearive instability which, taking many forms,
often precedes grear insight, as well as disaster. This ambiguity is expressed in the Confucian Book of Changes, the I
Cbing,by the concept of "moving lines.', pushed to its limits,
the broken line [- -] changes to a solid line [ ] . Similarly,
the solid line changes to the broken. Thomas Kuhn claims
that throughout the history of science great discoveries are
precipitated by crisis; old theories, proving inadequare, give

birth, under stress, to new theories.
The phrase "creative instability" here connotes, rather than
defines, the condition under which social and instirutional
changes are likely to occur, and the condition in which some
moments distinguish themselves from the countless undistinguished moments of history. Roughdraft V is concerned

with the advantages of the untuned spheres; the ways in
which dissonance creates opportunities for the evolution of
ideas as well as society.
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by the British Parliament in the nineteenth cenrury reflected
the idea of societal evolution; human societies were believed
to be improvable. Similarily, the growth of learning cenrers
to link institutions and to enable persons to develop individualized learning styles reflects a belief in the relativity of

maintained. Furthermore, community centers within institutions become a third ground on which students are permitted to find their own ways to learn, drawing from resources of self and community. Centers provide a field of
interplay out of which new crearive projects and ideas are

educational philosophies and individual needs.
To some exrent, creatioe instability describes the weltanscbaung of our age, one in which values are often irreconcil-

generated.

able, vast information banks are capable of continually changing our perceptions of the world, and the walls of institutions

The critical separation of authority from power within the
structure of community is illustrated by such figures as
Ralph Nader, Buckminster Fuller, Alan Watts and paolo
Soleri. The following which rhese men have is not enforced
by the power of an institution; rather theirs is aurhoriry
based upon self-purpose and, to some extent, self-sacrifice.
Thompson suggesrs thar such men are following the tradition
of monks in the Dark Ages, by moving to the edge of the

are widening to include the streets and neighborhoods. Because of the tremendous influx of information, post-para-

digm periods and pre-paradigm periods seem to be overlapping. New discoveries are made almost before we have
a chance to believe in the old ones. Social organizations and
units, from the family ro the community, respond by taking
on new forms which in many cases seem to be temporary
ones, devoted to continuous change.

COLLECTMS are a response to the breakdown of the
nuclear family structure, where homogeneous values prevail.
Collective Iiving offers individuals the opportunity for multiple value perceptions within the common context of everyday life. A friend of mine recently said, when the subject
came up, "You know, I've never seen anything good come
out of a collective. They just always break up." An important feature of the collective is that it doesn't batte to be permanent..A high value is placed on changing relationships, not

just permanent ones.
The process of naming illustrates certain aspects of the
collective. Briarpatch Trust, a community development

I

THE INDIVIDUAL-INSTITUTION RELATIONSHIP:

society. But Thompson adds that the individual as institution
must go even further, by becoming a member of the community of the spirit.
"Consciousness is like an FM radio band; as long as one is
locked into one station, all be hears is tbe information of

one reality; but if tbrougb the transformation . . . he is
able to moae bis consciousness to a different station on
tbe FM band, tben be discooers a uniaerse beyond matter
in tbe cosmic reacbes ol' tbe spirit. (p. 5l )
New communities, exploring spiritual as well as material evo-

lution, no longer merely "offbeat" or "occult" groups, express one of the major directions of creative instability for
the future-

collective; Edcentric, a collective publishing group; Another
Mother for Peace, an anti-war group; several Food Conspiracies, Tilth, an agriculture information group, and Workforce, an alternative job counseling group, are examples of
names which generate group energy and provide individual
temporary common identities-even though the group may
change its name again within a few years. Naming rituals
such as baptism and marriage are traditional cultural evidence
of the possibility for creative changes in the personality.

PLANNING: The community planning process,.with its
citizen participation emphasis, is preoccupied with a central
question: how can the potential for radical change be institutionalized? How can we make it possible for a comprehensive plan to say one thing today and another tomorrow,
when people change their minds? Shouldn't a plan be firm
yet responsive? In Portland, the response is a continuing
dialogue, a state of creative tension between neighborhoods
and city hall. The neighborhood by{aws provide a basis for
political process; the city charter provides the authority
which recognized the role of citizens in that process.

DE-SCHOOLING: The implication of Ivan lllich's phrase
perhaps, as William lrvin Thompson suggests in a new
book (Passages About Eartb), to challenge the chief secular
institutions and to "separate the authority of the mind from
the power of the educational system." (p. 50) In that way
the creative dialogue between schools and community is

is

III.

CREATIVE INSTABILITY AND
ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE :

LET SLEEPING DOGS LIE

DON'T MAKE WAVES
DON'T ROCK THE BOAT
SORRY, I CAN'T HELP YOU , . . THAT ISN'T MY
DEPARTMENT

DON'T BE A TROUBLEMAKER
These common cliches have their potency in their appeal
to a closed, safe existence without dissonance. Yet if new
ideas are to develop, if organtzations are to evolve, creative
instability will be an essential part of the growth. The following is a list of signposts which can serve as checklist to
your organization's creative instability, as well as a g._ride to
stimulating creativity.
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FEEDBACK
We've received a bunch of comments
on Roughdrafts by now, and would like
to share some, in return.
Several requests for reprints in bulk
quantity, or permission to reprint por-

tions in another publication. The Environmental Education Center will
make additional copies of any of the

to me that funding procedures
may differ quire a bit, depending on
the foundation and the discipline. Following explicit directions and getting
help from someone who reviews proposals is the best bet.
suggests

. . . Also see the best source on the sub-

ject (one I left out) Unioersal Traoeler
(bibliography in "Crearive Instability"
list).

Networking

drafts.

Now that we've experimented a
little, some things seem more clear:
what Roughdrafrs are artempting to do
is provide individuals and organizations
with cross-institutional, networking
and idea-producing strategies. . . trying
to look toward the long-run, the twentieth century and new kinds of institutions, like community centers, rather
than the past.

try Brainsquashing? Brainmashing?

Brainstorming
The State Environmental Education
Advisory Board and LCDC got together
on a brilliant use of the technique:
Question posed: "What is the role of
environmental educators in land use
planning?" The result was a land use
curriculum kit and some Earth Celebrations . . . Various alternative names
for brainstorming have turned up . . ,

Intriguing response from Gilbert A.
Shibley, at Lawrence University, suggests some editing of the paragraph on
that topic in the Roughdraft:
"ln a sense the original model is the
nervous system, triggering or modulating muscle acrivity by virtue of its
special skills of communication and
integration, and depending on sensory
and nutritional input from other
systems."

Feedback on Centers
An editorial comment by someone
who's asked to remain anonymous says
"Centers should say to the visitor,
'here's what you can do' rather than
'look what we've done"'. . . Laura Williamson, whose new job with the Oregon
Student Public Interest Research Group
is student projects director, has often
pointed out the central, most important
tensions which face adhocracy centers.
Questions to ask, if you're srarting one:
Are centers administrative and organized
entities or are they places and, sites
whose value is in the people and events
which can use the facility. Is a center an
activist organization in any way, or is
it a passive entity which needs to be
used? . . . Another way to gain community support, Laura added, is through
1) forming an advisory council-as a
source of ideas, information and feedback, while the staff makes decisions
and sets policy and (2) by forming a
Board of Directors who can bolster
prestige, make important connections
and assist in fundraising. . . . The Environmental Education Center is currently working with an "adhocracy
form" of management . . . we'll let

you know how it works out.

Funding
got quite a few requests on rhis
one . . . the YWCA is now making use
of it in writing proposals . . . Recenr
experience with Arts Commissions
We

ROUGHDRAFTS are written and published by the Environmental Education Center, a U.S. Office of Education funded project
located at 317 Lincoln Hall, Portland State University, Portland, Oregon.Anita Helle, editor; Victoria
Johnson, graphic artist; Mary Wells, layout.
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HOtv CREIDIT UNIONS IlZORK

1. Each member pays a small initial
membership fee to cover operating e x-

For more information, write:
National Credit Union Adminisnation

n

Penses.

Washington, D.C.20456

D

.

2. Each member deposits money

lnto

n

as

Edward T. Bernhoft, Director,
Region VI
760 Market Street, Room gO9
San Francisco, Ca, 94102

a savlngs account.

. individual

Page I

savings are insured up to

$40,000

. the money can

be withdrawn at

any time
. no checking services are available
3. Interest is usually paid to members
at an agreed upon rate (corresponding*
to both normal savings interest and
the normal bank profit).

4. Loans are made only to members,
on agreed upon rerms (including interest and payback schedules). These loans
are approved by a Credit Committee
(composed of members of the credit
union), or a loan officer (an employee

appointed by the credit commitiee).

5. The members elect an Executive
Board to handle general policy matters,
and a Supervisory Committee, which
does periodic procedural checks and
audits, reporting to the membership
and the National Credit Union Administration.
Theie are several categories within
which to establish the required ,,common bond" for a Federal Credit Union.
1. Occupational-basically any 2OO people who are employed by the same employer.
These have traditionally been the most common forms, e.g. Salem School District
Teachers, Oregon State Employees, etc.

2. Associational-30O people who sharc
membership in an organization ,,whose activities develop common loyalties and mutual interests." It cannot be an organization
formed only for a credit union. The guidelines say that at leasr 2OO members should
live within easy commuting distance from
the office. Members of professional or trade
organizations, housing, consumer or producer cooperatives, religious groups or
community action groups can form this type

of credit union. A feminist credit union

is

being set up in Massachusetts whose members belong to one of several organizations,

including Women's Cooperative, the Women's Political Caucus, and the Govcrnor's
Commission on the Status of Women (all of
which are easy to join).
3. Residential-3OO people residing .,within a well-defined geographical area who have
a community of interests, activities and ob-

jectives."

Once a common group is identified, they
must decide on general policy and by-laws,
and then must meet with their regional or
state representatives (depcnding on the type
of credit union) to begin approval procedures.

!

who don't have access to a local credit
union, we are interested in setting up a
credit union of Rain and Tiltb m.m6ers.
This kind of Credit Union would make
funding possible for starting small-scale,
labor-intensive local busineises, as well
making loans to members for personal

needs. As enough people become membcrs from a local area, we intend to
SEED a whole series of neighborhood

credit unions. The power o? numbers

tlP a Credit Union.

I am interested in starting a Credit
Union in my own neighb-orhood or

(Neighborhood or Organization)

As a means both to ger local credir
unions going in the Northwest and to
provide credir union services to people

important

a Credir
Union.
I am inrerested in HELpING TO SET

organlzatlon.

n

as

I am interested in joining

I have had some experience with (or
know of) other Crcdit Unions which
I would be willine ro share.
l.belong to the fo'ilowing organizations:

___Rain _I'iltb
Name
Address
Phone

Please send

is

Letter from Senator Bob packwood:

a grear
-

array of environmental issues.
In recent months a great number of
people have become vitally concerned
over the threats posed to our environment due to increased demands for energy and resources. This alarm is not with-

out justification or merit, for it shaped
the environmental movement of yeirs
past and will continue to fuel the public interest in our world's fragile eiology.
To remain fully aware of your interest in our country's environmental
plograms and legislation, the exchange
of information and opinions is esseniial.
The issues affecting our health and well
being are complex and develop quickly.
The more you are aware of these chan-

to,

the better I can respond. . . .
I want to keep you enrircly aware
of what's taking place inside rhe Congress affecting you and our environment. The Editors of your publication
have been extremely helpful in this reges,

The environmental efforts of the Northwest are well established and highly respected in the Congress. During-the
course of a week I will often have three

Send

to: Tom Bender/l.,ane deMoll
FULL CIRCLE
760 Vista Avenue S.E.
Salem, Or. 97302

- $20 of savings by lOOO
people makes available $20,0O01

to four hundred inquiries on

__Others

gard.
By filling our rhe coupon and sending it to my Portland Office, I will be
pleased to keep you up-to-dare on many

environmental areas. Periodicallv I will '
send you copies of my statemenis on
the Senate Floor and general comments
on pending legislation and ask for your
thoughts.

In addition, when preparing restimony thar I will give before Senate
Committees, I would like to solicit vour
views and plan on sending an o..asi'onal
questionnaire to you covering numerous

environmental issues.
for your consideration. I hope
.Thanks
to be writing to you soon.
Cordially, Bob packwood.

Senator Bob Packwood, p.O. Box362l, portland, Ore.972Og

Name
Address

City
Publication

State

---

Zip
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Equitmen t,S Suppliers-

Peoe

Energy Systems, Inc.

634 Crist Dr.
El Cajon, Ca.92OZI
(71.4)

+404646

Enthone Division
American Smelting & Refining Co.
P.O. Box 1900
West Haven, Conn. 06510

(203) 934-861t

Fred Rice Productions, Inc.
6313 Peach Avenue
Van Nuys, Ca.9l40l
(213) 786-3860
/a1-

.= .\''{

--=lF- =- e=--

I

4

Free Heat
P.O. Box 8934
Boston, Mass. 02144
Garden Way Research

Beutel's Solar Heater Co.
1527 N. Miami Ave.
Miami, Fla.31136
(305) 37r-1426

P.O. Box 66
Charlotte, Vt. O5+45
Attn: Dr. Douglas Tff, Dir.
(802) 425-2t37

Corning Glass Works
Special Products Dept.
Lighting Products Division
Corning, N.Y. 14830
*tubular collector

Gaydart Industries
7735 Old Georgetown Rd.
Bethesda, Md. 20014

Hitachi America, Ltd.
437 Madison Ave.

New York, N.Y. 10022

Honeywell, Inc.
Systems and Research Center

2700 Ridgeway Parkway
Minneapolis, Minn. 5541 3
Attn: Mr. Roger Schmidt
Mr. Jerry Moylan

(61,2) 331-4141 x4078

I nternational Solarthermics Corp.
Box J97
Nederland, Coio. 80466

Inter-Technology Corp.
Box 340
Warrenton, Ya.22186
Attn: Mr. Norris L. Beard,
Marketing Director

(703) 347-7900
Itek Corp.

Optical Systems Division
10 Maguire Road

CSI Solar Systems Division
l2+OO +9$ Street North
St. Petersburg, Fla. 33732
(8r3) s27-456L

E&KServiceCo.
16824 74th Ave., N.E.
Bothell, Wash. 98011
Ecotope Group
Box 618
Snohomish, Wash. 98290
Attn, Mr. Evan Brown
(206) 79+-8503
Edwards Engineering Co.
101 Alexander Avenue
Pompton Plains, N.J. 0744+
Attn' Mr. Ray Edwards
(201) 835-2808
Emerson Electric Co.
810O W. Florissant
St. Louis, Mo. 63136
Attn, Mr. William C. Nusbaum
Y-P, Advanced Technology
(314) 553-2000
Energex Corp.
5441 Paradaise Road
Las Vegas, Nev. 89119
Atrn: Mr. Alfred Jenkins

(702)

7

36-29r+

(30r) 656-8334

Gaylord Moncada
Product Designer
4762 N.W.4th Street
Miami, FLa.33126
(305) 443-6626
General Electric Co.
Energy Systems Program
Valley Forge Space Center
P.O. Box 8661
Valley Forge, Penn. 19101

Artn: Mr. D.L. Kirkpatrick

(215) 962-4318

Grumman Aerospace Corp.
Advance Base Programs, Plant 25
Bethpage, N.Y. 11714
Attn; Mr. J. Mockovciak
(5t6) 575-7062
Hadley Solar Energy Co.

Box 1456
Wilmington, Dela. 19899

(302) 655-4835
Helio Associates, Inc.
8230 E. Broadway
Tucson, Az.85770

(602) 886-5376
Helio-Dynamics, Inc.
518 S. Van Ness
Los Angeles, Ca.9OO52

(213) 384-98s3

Lexington, Mass.02t l7
Attn: Dr. John Cummings
(6t7) 276-s82s
Kalwall Corp.
1111 Candia Road
Manchester, N.H.03105

Attn: Mr. Ron Hernstorf
(603) 627-386r
Materials Consultants, Inc.
2150 S. Josephine St.
Denver, Colo. 80202

(303) 722-8258

Northrup, Inc.
2208 Canton Street
Dallax, Tex.
Attn: Mr. Lynn L. Northrup, Jr.
(21.4) 741-s63r
OIin Brass
Roll-Bond Division
E. Alton, Illinois

Attn: J.I. Barton, Marketing

Mgr.

(61,8) 258-2443

People/Space Co.

259 Marlboro St.
Boston, Mass.02109
(61.7) 261-2064
Phoenix of Colorado Springs, Inc.
P.O. Box 7246
Colorado Springs, Colo. 80933
Attn: Mr. Douglas M. Jardine, pres.
(303) 633-2633

Continued on page 18
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Finding Facts Fast

Alden Todd
William Morrow & Co.1972
$2.50. For price and sensitivity to a
range of users, this is one of the best
introductions to reference tools. It reminds you of common sense routes to
information resources, picking out the
most widely useful texts. You'll need
other access tools when really digging
into local resources, but for whai generally can be found in many libraries,
this is a good guide.
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Henry Boothe, Pat Coburn (wrote supertanker/oilspill book on Puget Sound),
Dave Whitridge (legal beagle/attorneyafter-passing-the-bar), Tom Strotkamp
(Skagit Design Service/architect), Jim
Anderson (media specialist), Bobbi
Baker (public administration background), Joyce Siniscal (information/
librarian/engineering), Dave Erickson

(print design/etc.) and a cast of incestuous relationships. Anyhow, the trusr
has the information resources now (particularly legai,t to really give people a
hand with either setting up rheir own
trusts, setting legal precedents for land
reform issues, or working with people
who wish to put their land in trust.
(Bob Ness)

MEDIA
Road Apple hess
Rt. 1, Box 778

Winlock, Wash. 98596
(206\ 785-3379
They publish delightfully "downhome,'
(b-ut professional) books. One especially
of interest is Tbe Vegetabte Garden Diiplayed, a reprint of a 1940s vegetable
garden, how to do it, published by the
Royal Horticultural Society, London.
Of course, some of the information is
not perfectiy appropriate, but generaily

good stuff, and some techniques I,ve
not seen elsewhere. 300 photos. A good
book to hold. $2.50. Ask about otlier
publications. They will also help people
publish worthwhile materials/resource
tools and help on occasion train people
in the use of offset press techniques.-

Healing Yourself, by Joyce Preusky,
64 pgs., $1.50 softcover, from:
Country Doctor Clinic

4O2 llth Avenue East
Seattle, Wash. 98112
Full of feel-good graphics, a friendly,
precious preventive medicine guide to
colds, teeth, asthma, herbs, babies,
skin, diet, birth control, pregnancy,
vitamins; recommends other books in
each area. Quick-glance index. $1.50
helps support the community clinic.

LAND USE
Evergreen Land Trust Association
P.O. Box 311
Clear Lake, Wash. 98235
Evergreen Land Trust is hopping/running
now with 8 staff persons working to pulf
things together ro creare land-baied alternatives. Persons willing to donate
land or put it in trust are welcome. I'm
working with them part-time, other persons include Becky Deryckx (Tilth),

t-

New Directions Radio is a growing network of ham radio operarors originally
initiated by Copthorne McDonald.
There are roundtables, regular exchanges of information. For example,
on alternative sources of energy. One
northwesr member publishes i newsletter: Mitt Nodacker (WA TTFE),
New Directions Radio, p.O. Box 8557,
Pocatello, Idaho 83209.

Wbo Takes Oat tbe Garbage in DC
and Prospectus for a Self-Sustaining
Neigbb orbood Centered Co mmunity
Detselopment Corporation for Col,
lection and Recycling of Housebold,
Apart?nent and Basiness Waste

Neil N. Seldman
Institute for Local Self-Reliance
1717 18th NW
Washington, D.C.2OOO9

Outline similar to Rich Duncun's "Ore
Plan" (and the centers in Portland using
decentralized waste collection: Sunflower and Fisher & Everett). Good preliminary for people in other cities wanting to do cost comparison studies of
forms of collection and recycling.

NETWORKS
Fuel

E

conotny Annotated Bibliograpby

Traffic Engineering & Safety Dept.
American Auto Association
8111Gate House Rd.
Falls Church, Ya.22O42
'I'his 15-page descriptive bibliography
surveys materials on both large scale
fuel economy as well as individual application.

POPULATION
Population Reference Bureau, Inc.
1755 Massachusetts Ave., NW
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202\ 232-2288
Through the popularion education program here at PRB, we try to serve as a
central bank of information and materials for secondary school teachers.
Interchange, the population education
newsletter, is now distributed free on
request to teachers. The newsletter informs teachers about new materials
and programs being developed in the

field. In addition, the lead issay of
each issue focuses on population in relation to other topics such as women,
transportation, energy, or aging. The
activity sketch is geared to the lead
essay

for classroom

use.

Guide to populaand the American Future, is available in bulk for a 50d shipping fee. This
75-page guide can be used independent-

. Options, A Study
tion

ly or in conjunction with the U.S. Commission report and film on population
and tbe American Future.
In addition, we offer a special teacher
membership to PRB for $5. Through
this membership teachers receive pbpu-

lation Bulletins, PRB Reports, and tie
annual World Population Data Sbeet,
as well as Intercbange.
(Judith R. Seltzer)

Continued on page
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Solid Waste Report.
Business Publishers, Inc.
P.O. Box lO6T,Blair Station

Silver Spring, Md. 20910

(301) s87-6300.
$75 per year, bi-weekly. Covers significant developments and issues involving
resource recover, recycling, collection
and disposal. Includes information on
federal, state and local legislation, new
technologies, publications, contracts and
grants, marketing opportunities. Averages 10 pages. Very densely edited . . . a

rich information source.

Litter
Including the Youth Litter Patrol
(funded by the custom auto plates
fund), the State of Oregon put out
$59L,795 in various education and
clean-up projects for the state hwy
division, compared to $603,996 in
1972-73; $5 50,393 in 1971-72.

Use

TRANSPORTATION
i)iscoaering Santa Barbara,, . witbout
a car: a guide for people using bicycles,
buses, tbe train, horses, or walking, by
Ken Kolsbun, Bob Burgess,lg74, 6Z
pgs., $2.50 postpaid fromr
Friends for Bikecology
1035 E. De Ia Guerra
Santa Barbara, Ca, 93103
Model for other cities: bicycle tours
with specific themes-"Mom & pop"
stores, Historic and Unique Trees,
Food & Resource Value Trees, Buildings of Aesthetic & Historic Interest.
Where to Rent, how to use bikes, plus
local public transportarion. Fits comfortably in hip pocket.
Six Year Construction Program, the
study on which all state and federal
highway programs in Oregon will be
based, is now available from'
Public Affairs Office
State Highway Dept.
Salem, Or. 97 3lO
(503) 378-6546
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Figure 16. Energy Consunrption: 'I'ransporlalion Sector
U-S. Dept. of Tiansportilion

At the Governors' Travel Conference
over 250 listeners heard Gov. Straub express his support for the state's third
largest industry and cncourage its
leaders to form a united front in promoting Oregon as a vacation destination.
(As Bill Wessinger of Blitz Weinhard puts
it, "Oregon, now open to tourists, under
new management.")

s

of Wind Energr for tbe Aeration of

Waste Waters: A Case Study,by N,
Galanis, S. Narasiah, C.C, Dang, 1975,
3 pgs. Send self-addressed envelope to'

Nicolas Galanis
Mechanical Engineering Dept.
University of Sherbrooke
Sherbrooke, Quebec, J1K 2RI
Canada

Aeration, a phase in solid waste and
waste water treatment, provides oxygen,
which promotes bacterial growth and
consequent bio-degradation of organic
waste. Aeration, which is done by surface aerators, mechanical mixers or by
bubbling compressed air through diffusers at the bottom of aeration tanks,
could, as shown in this paper, be powered by the wind. Many sewage treatment plants are located in windy areas
near seacoasts.
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scale, to fit drawings, charts and photos which are the
wron-g size to your layout. You can find a new proportional
size for the drawing/chart/photo and find the percentage of
enlargement or reduction. The proportional size is needed
b_y the person doing the layout. The percentage is needed by

the camera operator.

Some specific examples (work them out on your own
scale).

REDUCTION:
You are working with a column width of 2-1/4,' on 1OO% boards.
You have a chart which measures 5" deep x 3" wide, and you want
it to fit into one column. You wanr to know how deep the chart
will be when it is reduced to 2-7/4" wide.
I . Find 3" on the inner circle (size of original).
2. Find 2-114" on the outer circle (reproduction size).
3 . Line up the 3 " and the 2-7 /4" .
4. Keeping the 3" and 2-l/4" lined up, find the 5" (the depth
of the original chart) on the inner wheel (size of original). See
what lines up with the 5" on the outer circle (size of reproduction). This is 3-314". The size of reproduction, the size the
chart will appear in print, is 3-3/4" deep x2-l/4" wide.
5. Keeping everlthing lined up the same way, look at rhe percentage the wheel shows. In this instance it is 7 S%.

ENLARGEMENT:
You are working with a column width of 2-714" on 7Oo%boards.
You have a drawing which measures 2" deep x l-l/4" wide. you
want to enlarge the drawing to the full column width.
1. Find 7-7/4" on the inner circle (size of original).
2. Find 2-l/4" on rhe ourer circle (size of reproduction).
3. Line up the 1-1l4" with the 2-114".
4. Keeping the l-114" lined up with the 2-l/4", find the 2"

(depth of original) on the inner circle (size of original). See
what it is lined up with on rh€ ourer circle (size of reproduction). It is 3-518". The size of reproduction, the size the drawing will appear in print, is 3-518" deep x 2-114" wide.
Look at the percentage on the scale; in this instance itls l8O%.

5.
I find it handy when figuring reductions and enlargements
to make a sort of chart: Example:
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SCISSORS a good sharp pair (worth paying extra for). g4 to $lO.
RULER. I prefer an 18" clear plastic ruler, 2" wide, with a red grid
pattern of one-eighth inch squares printed on it. It measures
from 1 to 18 inches along the sides. In the middle, ir measures from
O to 9 inches, starting from the center and going out. This is useful
for centering heads in columns. The grid p"tt".. h.lp. ro ger rhe
copy straight and is especially helpful when you are worklng with_
out a light table. $2.
PROPORTION SCALE-used to figure our rhe correcr sizes and percentages on any graphic, photo or copy which is the wrong siie.
(See Proportion Scale) g3.

DICTIONARY for proofreading and hyphenation.
CUTTING TOOLS. Single-edged razor blades or an X_acto knife (No.
11 blades work well).

Headlines
There are three basic ways of making headlines, by hand, with
transfer letters, and photographicaliy. In my opinion, headlines done by hand look sloppy unless calligraphed by someone who is good at it. Transfer letrers are bought by the sheet
(approximately $3). They are transferred by placing the sheet
of letters over a piece of paper and rubbing the lettirs with a
pen. It's somewhat hard to ger rhem straight until you have
had some practice, and they tend ro chip and peel. They do
have the advantage of coming in numerous styles and sizes.
Photographic heads are the best, but also require rhe greatest
investment. A Stripprinter costs about $200 used. It is a box,
about 18" x 12", into which you inserr a 36mm film negative with the alphabet in a specific style and size on it (96
per film strip). There is a roll of photographic paper in the
box. By lining up the letters and pushing a switch which
flashes a light, you make a positive print of the letters on
the paper. The paper has to be removed from the box and
photographically developed. A Stripprinter has to be used in
a dark room. Furthermore, it takes care to space the letters

properly,

as

you don't

see

what you've set until it's devel-

oPed.

Supplies
You know the size of the original, and you know the column
width, so what you need ro find out is the depth and percent.
. - Write the percentage on the original in non-reproducing
blue, or write it on a separate piece of paper and tape it on the
back. Also write which page rhe original goes on.

Basic Equipment
A LARGE, FLAT, CLEAN PLACE TO WORK, WITH GOOD LIGHT.
For years I did paste-up on my kitchen table. Now I prefer to use
a light table (table with a frosted glass top, lit from below).

It has a good section on studios and tables (pp. 33-37).
The cost can range from nothing (using what is at hand) to hun_
dreds of dollars. It should be possible ro ser up a small studio with
a light table for about $150.
TYPEWRITER-or some appararus to ser copy. The copy for RAIN is
set on an IBM composer. The composer is a fancy model of the
IBM Selectric typewriter, with the added advantage of having
proportional spacing and a variety of type sizes. The composer
can ser type in different sizes and faces. lt costs about $4,OOO
and is nice to have access to, but is hardly worth investing in for
a monthly publication the size of R,41N.
There are two types of electric typewriters which I recommend
for setting offset copy, rhe IBM Selectric and a proportional
spacing typewrirer such as rhe IBM Executive oi Olivetti. Both
have advanrages and disadvantages (see printing lt, pp. 4l-44 for
more information). Copy should be set on an electrii typewrit.,
with a carbon ribbon (cloth ribbons are incapable of giving clean,
clear reproduction). 4 g596 typewriter cosrs about $350. ihe
carbon ribbons cost about $1.5O each and cannot be reused.
Printing

CORRECTION FLIIID-used to whiteout mistakes and clean up
copy. Best brands are Liquid Paper and Daisy. S1 ro $1.25.
TAPE. Magic or mending tape can be used ro put over copy without
danger of reflection when photographed. White Scotch tape is
also useful for covering mistakes or cleaning up borders. $.g5
ADHESIVES-something to stick the copy onro rhe layout boards.
Art Waxt my first choice. This is a special kind of sticky wax
which is melted and put on rhe back of the copy. The wax dries
but remains sticky indefinitely, so the copy can be repositioned
after it is pasted down. There are a number of ways to use wax.

1. The cheapesr. Get an old electric frying pan and a 3/4,,

stiff bristled brush. Melt arr wax in the frying pan and
brush it on the back of the copy. It is sometimes hard to
keep the temperature correct, so the wax is melted, but
not roo hot. If it gets too hot, it will soak through the
paper.

2.

3.

For about $30 you can ger a small hand waxer (ElectroStik). Though it comes with its own wax, Art Wax is infinitely better and can be used in the hand waxer. This
is probably the most efficient means of waxing for a production the size of R,4IN. It keeps rhe wax melted at the
correct temperature and applies it evenly on the copy.
For about $2OO you can buy a motorized waxer with a
feeding mechanism. This is nice if you are working with
a great deal of copy in long pieces. This machine isn't
necessary

for RAIN.

continued next
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General Procedure for Layout and Paste-up
Assemble tools and organize work area.
Gather together copy, graphics and photos.
Make a mock-up book. A mock-up book is a little model
copy of the paper, showing the layout. The pages are proportional in size to the actual paper and the book has the
same number of pages. Number the pages. Start with cover
and sketch it in. Then go to page 2 and-in the case of
RAlN-sketch in the masthead, other credits and the introductory letter. Then decide where to put any special pages,
such as ECO-Net reports, the Media Guide or whatever.
Go back to page two and fill in the regular columns. The
mock-up book should be fairly detailed, showing the placement of column heads, photos, graphics, any other headlines, etc.
Proofread. Before being pasted down, the copy should be
proofread against the original copy. Mark mistakes on
the copy by drawing a light line through them with a nonreproducing blue pen. Never, never, never mark the copy
with anything that is not non-reproducing blue. Limit
marks to words involved, as all pens but felt-tipped will
smear the copy.
On a separate piece of paper, make a list of the corrections
as follows: Starting with the word in the line which has a
mistake, write out the rest of the line correctly, if the

copy has been set with proportional spacing or if the error
doesn't have the right number of letters in it. Note the page
number and column where the correction goes. A correction list would look something like this'

pg6 actively seeking Dersons
Carefully cut them out and stick them over the incorrecr '
copy. Be careful to cut them out so the paper doesn't
cover any other type by mistake. I find a glue stick handy
for putting on corrections.
Paste-up. I find it easier to s.tart paste-up with the things
which I know will take a specific amount of space (or
number of pages), for example the cover, the back page,
and ECO-Net Reports. Next, I go back to the beginning,
follow the mock-up book and keep track of the number
of inches as I paste-up the columns. I usually do a rough
paste-up, block out where things will go, decide how big

to make charts and graphics, and adjust things to fit as I
go. Once I'm sure everything will fit in, or have decided
what to leave out, I go back to the beginning and do a
final paste-up. This means being sure the copy is straight,
putting on lines, making a list of page continuations,
graphic and photo credits, captions that are needed, and
double-checking the sizes of the windows.
Make a list of strip-ins for the printer. Take a separate piece
of paper and, starting with page 1, go through your layout
boards and write down the page number, the item to be
shot separately and stripped in, the percentage at which
it is to be shot. The list looks like this:
Finish paste-up, put on remaining corrections, etc., and read
over for a final time to be sure it all makes sense. It is a
good idea to have two different people look it over.
Some printers expect the pages to be assembled in press order. It is easiest to do layout with the pages which will
be facing each other in print next to each other, so you
can see them in relation to each other. However, when the
printer makes the negatives and plates, they have to be
arranged so they will come out in the right order when
they are printed. One way to do this is to take the mock-
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up book and open it up flat. Then tape the pages together

in the order in which they are in the mock-up book. The
even numbered pages

will always be on the

lift

side. The

centerfold will not have to be changed. For a 24-page
paper, the pages should be taped as follows:
LEFT SIDE

RIGHT SIDE

24
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(center-fold)
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Note that all the pairs add up to 25. You could aiso put
the pages of a twenty-four-page issue together by remembering the even numbered page goes on the left side and
the pairs of page numbers should add up to 25. For a
twenty-page issue, the pairs of page numbers would total
21. To figure it out for any given number of pages, just
add one to the number of pages.
In order to fit on the press correctly, the print area of the
pages has to be a certain distance apart in the center between the two pages. For R1IN this distance is 1-I/2".
The pages in the middle of the publication (the cenrerfold) can have the print run right across this area ("bleed"):
The other pages should not.
Put the finished layout boards, the mock-up book, the
photos and graphics to be stripped in and the list of where
the strip-ins go together in a box or envelope. Write up a
note for the printer which includes the number of pages
in the issue, any information about different paper or ink
color, the number of copies to be printed, the name and
phone number of the person the printer should contact
if there are questions or problems, and any other information you feel necessary. Tape the note to the outside
of.the box or envelope, deliver it to the printer, and
you've finished.
There are several references in this article to the book
Printing /t. I highly recommend it to anyone who is thinking
of pasting-up a photo-offset publication. It goes into much
more detail than I have been able to do here.

-Mary

Wells

Printing It
A Guide to Graphic Techniques

for the Impecunious

by Clifford Burke
with Illustrations by Chuck Miller
Ballantine Books, Inc.
101 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y. r-0003
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SUMMER RAIN
This is the last free RA/N and also the last R41N till September.
We had too much copy this month and will try to send out the parts left out.
The parts left out:
a) an index to R,41N Numbers 1 to 8.
b) guide to natural toiletry
c) guide to food drying
If you wish these now, along with some other materials about activities in the Northwest, send us $1.25 (checks
payable to RAIN).
We are taking a break in order to get a perspective on RA/N and ourselves. We'd appreciate getting input from you.
What to keep in R41N - how to assure wide access - marketing help - design/layout - how to increase communication among readers, with us and each other.
The subscription letter is going out pretty simultaneously with RAIN; there you'll find a reader enquiry card too,
which we hope you will fill out so, especially, we'll know who we are talking to.
We will send out at least one thing this summer; its size will depend on what all you tell us about, and in part
on how much freedom we gain to find perspective.
We may not be as easily reachable off and on, but by addresses and phones listed in R,41Nyou'll be able to find
us all right - so keep in touch.
Steve Johnson

$5.O0/year

-

10 issues. Make checks payable to RAIN
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